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Do you make resolutions or set goals for yourself at the
beginning of each year and then struggle to accomplish
100% of them? Are you faced with needing to adapt your
products or services to meet the changing demands of
customers or funders or simply wish to offer something
“new and different” to capture attention and market
share? If your answer to any of these questions is yes, you
are in good company. Many people use the beginning of
the year to take stock and set goals. However, many later
realize that they actually accomplish only between 50 and
75% of the goals they set.
What can you do to improve your ability to take your
organization to the next level?
1. Focus on your mission. Identify the energy that drives
your company and what you do.
2. Research industry best practices and compare yourself.
Find out what is emerging and determine if you can
meet (or exceed) current innovations,
3. Identify the new products, programs or services that
you would like to offer by asking the question, “What
would we do if we had no fear?”
4. Determine what it would take to implement the “new”
and seek the resources (human, capital and operating)
required to accomplish your goals.

This is a simple formula, but a challenging one to follow,

especially for small organizations and those whose
management teams are stretched thin. Several critical
success factors that make it more likely to be successful
include:

• Recognize and address “immunity to change.”
Both personal and organizational ITC is rooted in
assumptions that are based on fear. Some fears are
legitimate, based on environmental threats. Others
are psychological, based on self-protective instincts.
To overturn ITC, it is necessary to identify and
challenge the assumptions that keep people stuck.
The words “we can’t afford it” are a good signal that
ITC is a problem in your organization and that your
organization doesn’t have a sustainable business
model.
• Identify the “right” development skills. Thin
management teams sometimes lack research
and facilitation skills or the capacity to spend
time working on developing the new project.
Don’t hesitate to contract with an outside firm or
consultant to provide these needed skills.
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Create development “discipline.” Good product and program
development follows a disciplined “stage/gate” model where the
development team quickly and efficiently evaluates opportunities
and makes “go or no go” decisions based on the potential return on
investment. Create a schedule and accountability structure for progress
reporting and be relentless in your commitment to meet deadlines.
Seek collaboration(s) to fill competency gaps. New programs and services
often require new skills. Collaborating with other organizations whose
strengths are the core competencies you need can be more effective
strategy than building staff capacity. This is especially true with technical
skills that are challenging to evaluate.

While it may be difficult to admit that your organization may be “stuck” in
some way, the best goal you can set for yourself is to diagnose what underlies
the challenges that are preventing your organization from getting to the next
level. If you have difficulty figuring it out on your own, don’t hesitate to ask
an organizational development firm such as Strategy Solutions to assist you.
Understanding and embodying these critical success factors can lead to a
happy, prosperous new year!
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